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Inno brings a fresh breeze of Nordic design to the center of Milan's furniture fair. Novelties include
Lab Meeting and Tilt chairs together with Katve space dividers. Welcome to feel the inspiration!
TILT M
Design Juha Rista
“How to find a perfect boardroom chair?” That was the question, Juha Rista just didn’t seem
to find the right answer to over the years. At first, his idea was to create the basic form from
two elements. In addition to this, part of the design inspiration came from the 50’s that is
often referred as a golden age of car design. The arcs in the armrests and their curves give
the Tilt chair it’s unique character, best discovered from the back side of the chair. At Milan
2019 it is the premier for the medium size Tilt chairs and chairs without armrests. They
supplement the Tilt chairs that were launched earlier and may nicely be used in the same
premises, but in different spaces.
LAB MEETING M & L
Design Harri Korhonen
“It has to be cozy and comfortable”, described Harri Korhonen when asked about the criteria
designing Lab series. Lab meeting M and L are the novelties from the Lab series Inno showcases at the fair. They are generous in size and have an excellent sitting comfort. Lab meeting
is the chairs for the spaces where relaxed feeling is highly valued. Combine these chairs with
modular Lab tables according to the size of your meeting room. The Lab collection includes
chairs, bar stools, sofas, benches and rocking chairs creating excellent tools for
designing a total interior concept.
KATVE
Design Mikko Laakkonen
The look of Katve space divider is sympathetic that wool as an upholstery material highlights.
Vertical (V) and horizontal (H) dividers can be used either separately or together in groups
giving sight protection in open spaces and better acoustics. Ideal for instance at lobby, café
or office with Ono chairs design Susanne Gronlund.
NEW COLOURS IN INTERIOR ACCESSORIES
Terracotta and okra colours are launched for the wide range of Inno coatracks and hooks.
Here from left to right, Two-Step design Timo Vierros, Propel and Loop design Harri Korhonen
together with Oka design Teppo Asikainen.
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Inno, established in 1975, is a Finnish design furniture producer and a brand whose products are sold
globally. Our collection is manufactured with high quality and responsibility. Inno’s distinctive and
tailor-made products have won many internationally acclaimed design awards. These furniture and
interior accessories can be found from hotel chains, restaurants, airports, cultural buildings, public
administration facilities such as ministries and numerous other business premises all over the world.

